BUZZBAIT BASICS
It’s Spring Time…

and water temps are climbing. This
means the big bass are moving toward shallow water so they
can feed hard before the spawn. When the water temp hits 60
degrees, I like to start throwing a buzzbait. Often anglers will
them during the summer. When bass are feeding small fish.
overlook the buzzbait in the spring, even ones who throw
shallow; buzzbaits draw vicious strikes and seldom catch

Location The main areas I look for when throwing a buzzbait are the ditches leading up
to spawning flats. The flats themselves work well when there is grass, lily pads, or wood
cover available. Also, don’t forget the back of pockets and creeks.

Gear My go to set up when I’m throwing a
buzzbait is: Rod-7ft to a 7’3” Medium Heavy Action
Enigma HPT, Reel-Abu Garcia Revo Sx 6.4:1 gear
ratio, and Line-20 lb K9 Fishing Fluorocarbon.

Bait My bait of choice is an RBT Road Runner from
RBT Custom Baits. Unlike a majority of buzzbaits on
the market the Road Runner doesn’t sink fast at the
end of the cast, it immediately rises to the top with
a great strike inducing sound. Another unique
quality of the Road Runner is in the skirt. It is made of hair and
feathers; which help it stay up on slower retrieves.
Check out the RBT Road Runner or any of the other great products RBT Custom Baits has
to offer by finding them on Facebook and Instagram. Make sure to give them a LIKE. Ron
Weimer of RBT Custom Bait is a great guy to deal with and is quick to respond to
messages.
Hope these tips help you catch more fish on a buzzbait. When you do; feel free to share
your pictures with OneObjective. Email pictures to oneobjectivebf@gmail.com or
message them to us on Facebook or Instagram.
Good Luck & Tight Lines

Jason Hensley

